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The Bolin Centre is a multi-disciplinary consortium of over 400 scientists in Sweden
that conducts research and graduate education related to the Earth´s climate.

Welcome to nominate the Bert Bolin Climate Lecturer 2021
You are cordially invited to nominate the Bert Bolin Climate Lecturer 2021. To honor
Professor Bert Bolin, the Faculty of Science at Stockholm University established the
annual Bert Bolin Climate Lecture in 2008, shortly after Bert Bolin had passed away.
Since then, a distinguished Bert Bolin Climate Lecturer is invited each year to
Stockholm to hold a popular science lecture and a science seminar at the Bolin Centre
for Climate Research.
We are looking forward to receiving your nominations, please use the attached
template and send it to bolin@su.se no later than September 30th, 2020.
This year’s Bolin Lecture was given by Professor Roberto Buizza, see it here»
You'll find a list of all previous Bert Bolin Climate Lecturers here»

The Bolin Centre - new member site
The Bolin Centre is growing and we are now well over 400 researchers at the centre.
Welcome to visit our new member site where you can find all your Bolin Center
colleagues.
We also ask you to please double check your credentials and let us know if anything
needs to be updated. If so, email bolin@su.se.
Visit our new member site»

Bolin Days 2020
The Bolin Days are our annual conference where new climate science results are
presented and we meet each other to exchange ideas, share our experience and find
new inspiration. As a meeting point for climate science is as needed as ever the Bolin
Days will still take place the 25-26th of November.
We follow the updates and recommendations from Folkhälsomyndigheten throughout
the planning process to make sure the event is safe for all. However, this year’s event
will have a different format due to the current circumstances. More information will
follow during the fall.
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Science Advisory Group Retreat on Utö
Focus on the development of Bolin Centre.
For practical questions (transport, zoom-links), contact Magnus
Atterfors.
Bolin Centre Seminar Series | Research Area 8
Time & place: Oct 20 at 16h00, Zoom
Titel: The interplay of plasticity and evolution in insect responses to
variable, changing environments
Speaker: Lauren Buckley, Department of Biology, University of
Washington
Abstact: to be announced
Bolin Days
The Bolin Days will take place in a COVID-19- adjusted format. If
you are interested in Climate and the Earth Sciences, you are
welcome to join in! More info will follow.

OTHER EVENTS AND INFORMATION
PhD Thesis Defence, Samuel Lowe
Modelling the effects of organic aerosol phase partitioning
processes on cloud formation.
Date: September 11, at 13:00
Via Zoom-link: https://stockholmuniversity.zoom.us
/j/69635337467
Read more»

PhD Thesis Defence, Amelie Lindgren
Northern Permafrost Region Soil Carbon Dynamics since the
Last Glacial Maximum: a terrestrial component in the glacial
to interglacial carbon cycle.
Date: September 18, at 13:00 - 15:30
Via Zoom-link: https://stockholmuniversity.zoom.us
/j/9537436103
Read more»

Apply for funding: Research projects in cooperation with Region
Stockholm
Researchers employed at Stockholm University can apply for funding for research
projects in cooperation with Region Stockholm. The research project should have
connection to challenges for the region and be innovative within areas of knowledge

deficit.
For more information, please visit:
SU-Region Stockholm 2021 Call for research funding (in Swedish)»
Application portal (in Swedish)»
Call deadline: October 2, 2020.

Arctic Avenue Fall Call 2020
The Arctic Avenue Fall Call 2020 is now
open. Application deadline is October
20, 2020. Specific information for the
call and application »
Please send the application to the Arctic
Avenue Steering Committee by email to
Annika Granebeck and Kaarina
Weckström. State Application for Arctic
Avenue funding in the subject heading.
A call is also planned for spring 2021.
Welcome with your application!

Researchers' Grand Prix
Researchers' Grand Prix (Forskar Grand Prix) is a Swedish
competition that has been run annually since 2012. We
challenge researchers to present their research in as
captivating, inspiring and educational a way as possible – in
just four minutes! Together, expert judges and the audience
decide the winner.
Would you like to become excellent at explaining your
research? N.Ö.R.D. is the digital heat that gives researchers
all over Sweden a chance to directly win a place in the final, so send us your
contribution to enter! Apply no later than 15 November 2020. Good luck!
For more information, inspiration and good advice, look here»
Free webinar on how to explain your research in just 4 minutes, 9 September 2020.
Read more and register»
See last year’s English speaking finalists and get inspired:
Oliver Konzock – How can yeast save the rainforest?»
Tejaswi Badam – Personalized Medicine – tailoring disease treatments using
networks»

OFFICE STAFF - BOLIN CENTRE AT CAMPUS
Due to COVID-19, the Bolin Centre Office will be irregular staffed at the University.
Like many of you, we work from home. Don’t hesitate to get in touch with us via
mobile or e-mail.
Magnus: 076-695 70 78, magnus.atterfors@su.se (Communications)
Annika: 072-148 91 49, annika.granebeck@su.se (Coordination)
Eva: 076-650 03 08, eva.gylfe@su.se (Supports the office part-time during the
autumn).

The Bolin Centre Weekly News provides you with a selection of our current
activities and latest news and is sent to all members of the Bolin Centre. If you have
suggestions that you would like to include in coming Weekly News, you are welcome
to send these to bolin@su.se.
Editor: Magnus Atterfors
Foto: Martin Jakobsson, Christofer Andersson
Stay updated
Find news and upcoming events at bolin.su.se and follow us on Twitter, Facebook and
YouTube.

